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A funny, uplifting novel about a boy's journey through New York in the aftermath of September
11th from one of today's most celebrated writers.Nine-year-old Oskar Schell embarks on an
urgent, secret mission that will take him through the five boroughs of New York. His goal is to find
the lock that matches a mysterious key that belonged to his father, who died in the World Trade
Center on the morning of September 11. This seemingly impossible task will bring Oskar into
contact with survivors of all sorts of an exhilarating, affecting, often hilarious, and ultimately
healing journey. With humor, tenderness, and awe, Jonathan Safran Foer confronts the traumas
of our country's difficult history.

“Energetic, inventive, and ambitious…an uplifting myth born of the sorrows of 9/11.”—Boston
Sunday Globe “Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close is a miracle, a daybreak, a man on the
moon. It’s so impeccably imagined, so courageously executed, so everlastingly moving and
fine.”—Baltimore Sun “A funny, wise, deeply compassionate novel that will renew readers’ faith
that the right book at the right time still has the power to change the world.”—O, The Oprah
Magazine —About the AuthorJONATHAN SAFRAN FOER is the author of the novels
Everything is Illuminated and Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close, and a work of nonfiction,
Eating Animals. His books have won numerous awards and have been translated into 36
languages. He lives in Brooklyn, New York.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.Extremely Loud & Incredibly CloseBy Jonathan Safran FoerMariner BooksCopyright
©2006 Jonathan Safran FoerAll right reserved.What The?What about a teakettle? What if the
spout opened and closed when thesteam came out, so it would become a mouth, and it could
whistle prettymelodies, or do Shakespeare, or just crack up with me? I could invent ateakettle
that reads in Dad"s voice, so I could fall asleep, or maybe a set ofkettles that sings the chorus of
"Yellow Submarine," which is a song by theBeatles, who I love, because entomology is one of
my raisons d"être, whichis a French expression that I know. Another good thing is that I could
trainmy anus to talk when I farted. If I wanted to be extremely hilarious, I"d train itto say, "Wasn"t
me!" every time I made an incredibly bad fart. And if I evermade an incredibly bad fart in the Hall
of Mirrors, which is in Versailles,which is outside of Paris, which is in France, obviously, my anus
wouldsay, "Ce n"étais pas moi!"What about little microphones? What if everyone swallowed
them,and they played the sounds of our hearts through little speakers, which couldbe in the
pouches of our overalls? When you skateboarded down the street atnight you could hear
everyone"s heartbeat, and they could hear yours, sort oflike sonar. One weird thing is, I wonder if
everyone"s hearts would start tobeat at the same time, like how women who live together have
theirmenstrual periods at the same time, which I know about, but don"t reallywant to know about.
That would be so weird, except that the place in thehospital where babies are born would sound



like a crystal chandelier in ahouseboat, because the babies wouldn"t have had time to match up
theirheartbeats yet. And at the finish line at the end of the New York CityMarathon it would sound
like war.And also, there are so many times when you need to make aquick escape, but humans
don"t have their own wings, or not yet, anyway, sowhat about a birdseed shirt?Anyway.My first
jujitsu class was three and a half months ago. Self-defense was something that I was extremely
curious about, for obviousreasons, and Mom thought it would be good for me to have a physical
activitybesides tambourining, so my first jujitsu class was three and a half monthsago. There
were fourteen kids in the class, and we all had on neat whiterobes. We practiced bowing, and
then we were all sitting down NativeAmerican style, and then Sensei Mark asked me to go over
to him. "Kick myprivates," he told me. That made me feel self-conscious. "Excusez-moi?" Itold
him. He spread his legs and told me, "I want you to kick my privates ashard as you can." He put
his hands at his sides, and took a breath in, andclosed his eyes, and that"s how I knew that
actually he meantbusiness. "Jose," I told him, and inside I was thinking, What the? He toldme,
"Go on, guy. Destroy my privates." "Destroy your privates?" With hiseyes still closed he cracked
up a lot and said, "You couldn"t destroy myprivates if you tried. That"s what"s going on here. This
is a demonstration ofthe well-trained body"s ability to absorb a direct blow. Now destroy
myprivates." I told him, "I"m a pacifist," and since most people my age don"tknow what that
means, I turned around and told the others, "I don"t think it"sright to destroy people"s privates.
Ever." Sensei Mark said, "Can I ask yousomething?" I turned back around and told him, " "Can I
ask you something?"is asking me something." He said, "Do you have dreams of becoming
ajujitsu master?" "No," I told him, even though I don"t have dreams of runningthe family jewelry
business anymore. He said, "Do you want to know how ajujitsu student becomes a jujitsu
master?" "I want to know everything," I toldhim, but that isn"t true anymore either. He told me, "A
jujitsu studentbecomes a jujitsu master by destroying his master"s privates." I toldhim, "That"s
fascinating." My last jujitsu class was three and a half monthsago.I desperately wish I had my
tambourine with me now, becauseeven after everything I"m still wearing heavy boots, and
sometimes it helps toplay a good beat. My most impressive song that I can play on my
tambourineis "The Flight of the Bumblebee," by Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov, which is alsothe ring
tone I downloaded for the cell phone I got after Dad died. It"s prettyamazing that I can play "The
Flight of the Bumblebee," because you have tohit incredibly fast in parts, and that"s extremely
hard for me, because I don"treally have wrists yet. Ron offered to buy me a five-piece drum set.
Moneycan"t buy me love, obviously, but I asked if it would have Zildjian cymbals. Hesaid,
"Whatever you want," and then he took my yo-yo off my desk andstarted to walk the dog with it. I
know he just wanted to be friendly, but itmade me incredibly angry. "Yo-yo moi!" I told him,
grabbing it back. What Ireally wanted to tell him was "You"re not my dad, and you never will
be."Isn"t it so weird how the number of dead people is increasing eventhough the earth stays the
same size, so that one day there isn"t going to beroom to bury anyone anymore? For my ninth
birthday last year, Grandmagave me a subscription to National Geographic, which she calls "the
NationalGeographic." She also gave me a white blazer, because I only wear whiteclothes, and



it"s too big to wear so it will last me a long time. She also gaveme Grandpa"s camera, which I
loved for two reasons. I asked why he didn"ttake it with him when he left her. She said, "Maybe
he wanted you to have it."I said, "But I was negative-thirty years old." She said, "Still." Anyway,
thefascinating thing was that I read in National Geographic that there are morepeople alive now
than have died in all of human history. In other words, ifeveryone wanted to play Hamlet at once,
they couldn"t, because there aren"tenough skulls!So what about skyscrapers for dead people
that were built down?They could be underneath the skyscrapers for living people that are built
up.You could bury people one hundred floors down, and a whole dead worldcould be
underneath the living one. Sometimes I think it would be weird ifthere were a skyscraper that
moved up and down while its elevator stayed inplace. So if you wanted to go to the ninety-fifth
floor, you"d just press the 95button and the ninety-fifth floor would come to you. Also, that could
beextremely useful, because if you"re on the ninety-fifth floor, and a plane hitsbelow you, the
building could take you to the ground, and everyone could besafe, even if you left your birdseed
shirt at home that day.I"ve only been in a limousine twice ever. The first time was terrible,even
though the limousine was wonderful. I"m not allowed to watch TV athome, and I"m not allowed to
watch TV in limousines either, but it was stillneat that there was a TV there. I asked if we could
go by school, soToothpaste and The Minch could see me in a limousine. Mom said thatschool
wasn"t on the way, and we couldn"t be late to the cemetery. "Whynot?" I asked, which I actually
thought was a good question, because if youthink about it, why not? Even though I"m not
anymore, I used to be anatheist, which means I didn"t believe in things that couldn"t be
observed. Ibelieved that once you"re dead, you"re dead forever, and you don"t feelanything, and
you don"t even dream. It"s not that I believe in things that can"tbe observed now, because I
don"t. It"s that I believe that things are extremelycomplicated. And anyway, it"s not like we were
actually burying him, anyway.Even though I was trying hard for it not to, it was annoying mehow
Grandma kept touching me, so I climbed into the front seat and pokedthe driver"s shoulder until
he gave me some attention. "What. Is. Your.Designation." I asked in Stephen Hawking voice.
"Say what?" "He wants toknow your name," Grandma said from the back seat. He handed me
his card.GERALD THOMPSONSunshine Limousineserving the five boroughs(212) 570-7249I
handed him my card and told him, "Greetings. Gerald. I. Am.Oskar." He asked me why I was
talking like that. I told him, "Oskar"s CPU isa neural-net processor. A learning computer. The
more contact he has withhumans, the more he learns." Gerald said, "O" and then he said "K."
Icouldn"t tell if he liked me or not, so I told him, "Your sunglasses are onehundred dollars." He
said, "One seventy-five." "Do you know a lot of cursewords?" "I know a couple." "I"m not allowed
to use cursewords." "Bummer." "What"s "bummer"? " "It"s a bad thing." "Do youknow "shit"?"
"That"s a curse, isn"t it?" "Not if you say "shiitake." " "Guessnot." "Succotash my Balzac,
dipshiitake." Gerald shook his head andcracked up a little, but not in the bad way, which is at me.
"I can"t evensay "hair pie," " I told him, "unless I"m talking about an actual pie made out ofrabbits.
Cool driving gloves." "Thanks." And then I thought of something, so Isaid it. "Actually, if
limousines were extremely long, they wouldn"t needdrivers. You could just get in the back seat,



walk through the limousine, andthen get out of the front seat, which would be where you wanted
to go. So inthis situation, the front seat would be at the cemetery." "And I would bewatching the
game right now." I patted his shoulder and told him, "When youlook up "hilarious" in the
dictionary, there"s a picture of you."In the back seat, Mom was holding something in her purse.
Icould tell that she was squeezing it, because I could see her arm muscles.Grandma was
knitting white mittens, so I knew they were for me, eventhough it wasn"t cold out. I wanted to ask
Mom what she was squeezing andwhy she had to keep it hidden. I remember thinking that even
if I weresuffering hypothermia, I would never, ever put on those mittens."Now that I"m thinking
about it," I told Gerald, "they could make anincredibly long limousine that had its back seat at
your mom"s VJ and itsfront seat at your mausoleum, and it would be as long as your life."
Geraldsaid, "Yeah, but if everyone lived like that, no one would ever meet anyone,right?" I said,
"So?"Mom squeezed, and Grandma knitted, and I told Gerald, "I kickeda French chicken in the
stomach once," because I wanted to make himcrack up, because if I could make him crack up,
my boots could be a littlelighter. He didn"t say anything, probably because he didn"t hear me, so
Isaid, "I said I kicked a French chicken in the stomach once." "Huh?" "Itsaid, "Oeuf." " "What is
that?" "It"s a joke. Do you want to hear another, orhave you already had un oeuf?" He looked at
Grandma in the mirror andsaid, "What"s he saying?" She said, "His grandfather loved animals
more thanhe loved people." I said, "Get it? Oeuf?"I crawled back, because it"s dangerous to
drive and talk at thesame time, especially on the highway, which is what we were on.
Grandmastarted touching me again, which was annoying, even though I didn"t want itto be.
Mom said, "Honey," and I said, "Oui," and she said, "Did you give acopy of our apartment key to
the mailman?" I thought it was so weird thatshe would mention that then, because it didn"t have
to do with anything, but Ithink she was looking for something to talk about that wasn"t the
obviousthing. I said, "The mailperson is a mailwoman." She nodded, but not exactlyat me, and
she asked if I"d given the mailwoman a key. I nodded yes,because I never used to lie to her
before everything happened. I didn"t have areason to. "Why did you do that?" she asked. So I
told her, "Stan—" And shesaid, "Who?" And I said, "Stan the doorman. Sometimes he runs
around thecorner for coffee, and I want to be sure all of my packages get to me, so Ithought, if
Alicia —" "Who?" "The mailwoman. If she had a key, she couldleave things inside our door." "But
you can"t give a key to astranger." "Fortunately Alicia isn"t a stranger." "We have lots of
valuablethings in our apartment." "I know. We have really great things." "Sometimespeople who
seem good end up being not as good as you might have hoped,you know? What if she had
stolen your things?" "She wouldn"t." "But whatif?" "But she wouldn"t." "Well, did she give you a
key to her apartment?" Shewas obviously mad at me, but I didn"t know why. I hadn"t done
anythingwrong. Or if I had, I didn"t know what it was. And I definitely didn"t mean to doit.I moved
over to Grandma"s side of the limousine and toldMom, "Why would I need a key to her
apartment?" She could tell that I waszipping up the sleeping bag of myself, and I could tell that
she didn"t reallylove me. I knew the truth, which was that if she could have chosen, it wouldhave
been my funeral we were driving to. I looked up at the limousine"ssunroof, and I imagined the



world before there were ceilings, which made mewonder: Does a cave have no ceiling, or is a
cave all ceiling? "Maybe youcould check with me next time, OK?" "Don"t be mad at me," I said,
and Ireached over Grandma and opened and closed the door"s lock a couple oftimes. "I"m not
mad at you," she said. "Not even a little?" "No." "Do you stilllove me?" It didn"t seem like the
perfect time to mention that I had alreadymade copies of the key for the deliverer from Pizza Hut,
and the UPS person,and also the nice guys from Greenpeace, so they could leave me articles
onmanatees and other animals that are going extinct when Stan is gettingcoffee. "I"ve never
loved you more.""Mom?" "Yes?" "I have a question." "OK." "What are yousqueezing in your
purse?" She pulled out her hand and opened it, and it wasempty. "Just squeezing," she
said.Even though it was an incredibly sad day, she looked so, sobeautiful. I kept trying to figure
out a way to tell her that, but all of the ways Ithought of were weird and wrong. She was wearing
the bracelet that I madefor her, and that made me feel like one hundred dollars. I love making
jewelryfor her, because it makes her happy, and making her happy is another one ofmy raisons
d"être.It isn"t anymore, but for a really long time it was my dream to takeover the family jewelry
business. Dad constantly used to tell me I was toosmart for retail. That never made sense to me,
because he was smarter thanme, so if I was too smart for retail, then he really must have been
too smartfor retail. I told him that. "First of all," he told me, "I"m not smarter than you,I"m more
knowledgeable than you, and that"s only because I"m older thanyou. Parents are always more
knowledgeable than their children, andchildren are always smarter than their parents." "Unless
the child is a mentalretard," I told him. He didn"t have anything to say about that. "You said
"firstof all," so what"s second of all?" "Second of all, if I"m so smart, then why am Iin retail?"
"That"s true," I said. And then I thought of something: "But wait aminute, it won"t be the family
jewelry business if no one in the family isrunning it." He told me, "Sure it will. It"ll just be someone
else"s family." Iasked, "Well, what about our family? Will we open a new business?" Hesaid,
"We"ll open something." I thought about that my second time in alimousine, when the renter and
I were on our way to dig up Dad"s emptycoffin.A great game that Dad and I would sometimes
play on Sundayswas Reconnaissance Expedition. Sometimes the ReconnaissanceExpeditions
were extremely simple, like when he told me to bring backsomething from every decade in the
twentieth century—I was clever andbrought back a rock—and sometimes they were incredibly
complicated andwould go on for a couple of weeks. For the last one we ever did, which
neverfinished, he gave me a map of Central Park. I said, "And?" And he said, "Andwhat?" I said,
"What are the clues?" He said, "Who said there had to beclues?" "There are always clues."
"That doesn"t, in itself, suggestanything." "Not a single clue?" He said, "Unless no clues is a
clue." "Is noclues a clue?" He shrugged his shoulders, like he had no idea what I wastalking
about. I loved that.I spent all day walking around the park, looking for something thatmight tell
me something, but the problem was that I didn"t know what I waslooking for. I went up to people
and asked if they knew anything that I shouldknow, because sometimes Dad would design
Reconnaissance Expeditionsso I would have to talk to people. But everyone I went up to was
just like,What the? I looked for clues around the reservoir. I read every poster on everylamppost



and tree. I inspected the descriptions of the animals at the zoo. Ieven made kite-fliers reel in their
kites so I could examine them, although Iknew it was improbable. But that"s how tricky Dad
could be. There wasnothing, which would have been unfortunate, unless nothing was a clue.
Wasnothing a clue?That night we ordered General Tso"s Gluten for dinner and Inoticed that Dad
was using a fork, even though he was perfect withchopsticks. "Wait a minute!" I said, and stood
up. I pointed at his fork. "Isthat fork a clue?" He shrugged his shoulders, which to me meant it
was amajor clue. I thought: Fork, fork. I ran to my laboratory and got my metaldetector out of its
box in the closet. Because I"m not allowed to be in thepark alone at night, Grandma went with
me. I started at the Eighty-sixthStreet entrance and walked in extremely precise lines, like I was
one of theMexican guys who mow the lawn, so I wouldn"t miss anything. I knew theinsects were
loud because it was summer, but I didn"t hear them becausemy earphones covered my ears. It
was just me and the metal underground.Every time the beeps would get close together, I"d tell
Grandma toshine the flashlight on the spot. Then I"d put on my white gloves, take thehand
shovel from my kit, and dig extremely gently. When I saw something, Iused a paintbrush to get
rid of the dirt, just like a real archeologist. Eventhough I only searched a small area of the park
that night, I dug up a quarter,and a handful of paper clips, and what I thought was the chain from
a lampthat you pull to make the light go on, and a refrigerator magnet for sushi,which I know
about, but wish I didn"t. I put all of the evidence in a bag andmarked on a map where I found
it.When I got home, I examined the evidence in my laboratory undermy microscope, one piece
at a time: a bent spoon, some screws, a pair ofrusty scissors, a toy car, a pen, a key ring, broken
glasses for someone withincredibly bad eyes . . .I brought them to Dad, who was reading the
New York Times atthe kitchen table, marking the mistakes with his red pen. "Here"s what
I"vefound," I said, pushing my pussy off the table with the tray of evidence. Dadlooked at it and
nodded. I asked, "So?" He shrugged his shoulders like hehad no idea what I was talking about,
and he went back to the paper. "Can"tyou even tell me if I"m on the right track?" Buckminster
purred, and Dadshrugged his shoulders again. "But if you don"t tell me anything, how can Iever
be right?" He circled something in an article and said, "Another way oflooking at it would be, how
could you ever be wrong?"He got up to get a drink of water, and I examined what he"d circledon
the page, because that"s how tricky he could be. It was in an article aboutthe girl who had
disappeared, and how everyone thought the congressmanwho was humping her had killed her.
A few months later they found her bodyin Rock Creek Park, which is in Washington, D.C., but by
then everythingwas different, and no one cared anymore, except for her parents.statement, read
to the hundreds of gathered press from a makeshift mediacenter off the back of the family home,
Levy"s father adamantly restated hisconfidence that his daughter would be found. "We will not
stop looking untilwe are given a definitive reason to stop looking, namely, Chandra"s
return."During the brief question and answer period that followed, a reporter from ElPais asked
Mr. Levy if by "return" he meant "safe return." Overcome withemotion, Mr. Levy was unable to
speak, and his lawyer took themicrophone. "We continue to hope and pray for Chandra"s safety,
and will doeverything withinIt wasn"t a mistake! It was a message to me!I went back to the park



every night for the next three nights. I dugup a hair clip, and a roll of pennies, and a thumbtack,
and a coat hanger, anda 9V battery, and a Swiss Army knife, and a tiny picture frame, and a tag
fora dog named Turbo, and a square of aluminum foil, and a ring, and a razor,and an extremely
old pocket watch that was stopped at 5:37, although Ididn"t know if it was a.m. or p.m. But I still
couldn"t figure out what it allmeant. The more I found, the less I understood.I spread the map out
on the dining room table, and I held down thecorners with cans of V8. The dots from where I"d
found things looked like thestars in the universe. I connected them, like an astrologer, and if
yousquinted your eyes like a Chinese person, it kind of looked like theword "fragile." Fragile.
What was fragile? Was Central Park fragile? Wasnature fragile? Were the things I found fragile?
A thumbtack isn"t fragile. Is abent spoon fragile? I erased, and connected the dots in a different
way, tomake "door." Fragile? Door? Then I thought of porte, which is French for door,obviously. I
erased and connected the dots to make "porte." I had therevelation that I could connect the dots
to make "cyborg," and "platypus,"and "boobs," and even "Oskar," if you were extremely Chinese.
I couldconnect them to make almost anything I wanted, which meant I wasn"tgetting closer to
anything. And now I"ll never know what I was supposed tofind. And that"s another reason I can"t
sleep.Anyway.I"m not allowed to watch TV, although I am allowed to rentdocumentaries that are
approved for me, and I can read anything I want. Myfavorite book is A Brief History of Time, even
though I haven"t actually finishedit, because the math is incredibly hard and Mom isn"t good at
helping me.One of my favorite parts is the beginning of the first chapter, where StephenHawking
tells about a famous scientist who was giving a lecture about howthe earth orbits the sun, and
the sun orbits the solar system, and whatever.Then a woman in the back of the room raised her
hand and said, "What youhave told us is rubbish. The world is really a flat plate supported on the
backof a giant tortoise." So the scientist asked her what the tortoise was standingon. And she
said, "But it"s turtles all the way down!"I love that story, because it shows how ignorant people
can be.And also because I love tortoises.A few weeks after the worst day, I started writing lots of
letters. Idon"t know why, but it was one of the only things that made my boots lighter.One weird
thing is that instead of using normal stamps, I used stamps frommy collection, including valuable
ones, which sometimes made me wonder ifwhat I was really doing was trying to get rid of things.
The first letter I wrotewas to Stephen Hawking. I used a stamp of Alexander Graham Bell.Dear
Stephen Hawking,Can I please be your protégé?Thanks,Oskar SchellI thought he wasn"t going
to respond, because he was such anamazing person and I was so normal. But then one day I
came home fromschool and Stan handed me an envelope and said, "You"ve got mail!" in
theAOL voice I taught him. I ran up the 105 stairs to our apartment, and ran tomy laboratory, and
went into my closet, and turned on my flashlight, andopened it. The letter inside was typed,
obviously, because Stephen Hawkingcan"t use his hands, because he has amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis, which Iknow about, unfortunately.Thank you for your letter. Because of the large
volume of mail I receive, I amunable to write personal responses. Nevertheless, know that I read
and saveevery letter, with the hope of one day being able to give each the properresponse it
deserves. Until that day,Most sincerely,Stephen HawkingI called Mom"s cell. "Oskar?" "You



picked up before it rang." "Iseverything OK?" "I"m gonna need a laminator." "A laminator?"
"There"ssomething incredibly wonderful that I want to preserve."Dad always used to tuck me in,
and he"d tell the greatest stories,and we"d read the New York Times together, and sometimes
he"d whistle "IAm the Walrus," because that was his favorite song, even though he
couldn"texplain what it meant, which frustrated me. One thing that was so great washow he
could find a mistake in every single article we looked at. Sometimesthey were grammar
mistakes, sometimes they were mistakes withgeography or facts, and sometimes the article just
didn"t tell the whole story.I loved having a dad who was smarter than the New York Times, and I
lovedhow my cheek could feel the hairs on his chest through his T-shirt, and howhe always
smelled like shaving, even at the end of the day. Being with himmade my brain quiet. I didn"t
have to invent a thing.When Dad was tucking me in that night, the night before the worstday, I
asked if the world was a flat plate supported on the back of a gianttortoise. "Excuse me?" "It"s
just that why does the earth stay in place insteadof falling through the universe?" "Is this Oskar
I"m tucking in? Has an alienstolen his brain for experimentation?" I said, "We don"t believe in
aliens." Hesaid, "The earth does fall through the universe. You know that, buddy. It"sconstantly
falling toward the sun. That"s what it means to orbit." So Isaid, "Obviously, but why is there
gravity?" He said, "What do you mean whyis there gravity?" "What"s the reason?" "Who said
there had to be areason?" "No one did, exactly." "My question was rhetorical." "What"s
thatmean?" "It means I wasn"t asking it for an answer, but to make apoint." "What point?" "That
there doesn"t have to be a reason." "But if thereisn"t a reason, then why does the universe exist
at all?" "Because ofsympathetic conditions." "So then why am I your son?" "Because Mom and
Imade love, and one of my sperm fertilized one of her eggs." "Excuse mewhile I regurgitate."
"Don"t act your age." "Well, what I don"t get is why do weexist? I don"t mean how, but why." I
watched the fireflies of his thoughts orbithis head. He said, "We exist because we exist." "What
the?" "We couldimagine all sorts of universes unlike this one, but this is the one thathappened."I
understood what he meant, and I didn"t disagree with him, but Ididn"t agree with him either. Just
because you"re an atheist, that doesn"tmean you wouldn"t love for things to have reasons for
why they are.I turned on my shortwave radio, and with Dad"s help I was able topick up someone
speaking Greek, which was nice. We couldn"t understandwhat he was saying, but we lay there,
looking at the glow-in-the-darkconstellations on my ceiling, and listened for a while. "Your
grandfatherspoke Greek," he said. "You mean he speaks Greek," I said. "That"s right. Hejust
doesn"t speak it here." "Maybe that"s him we"re listening to." The frontpage was spread over us
like a blanket. There was a picture of a tennisplayer on his back, who I guess was the winner, but
I couldn"t really tell if hewas happy or sad."Dad?" "Yeah?" "Could you tell me a story?" "Sure." "A
goodone?" "As opposed to all the boring ones I tell." "Right." I tucked my bodyincredibly close
into his, so my nose pushed into his armpit. "And you won"tinterrupt me?" "I"ll try not to."
"Because it makes it hard to tell a story." "Andit"s annoying." "And it"s annoying."The moment
before he started was my favorite moment."Once upon a time, New York City had a sixth
borough." "What"sa borough?" "That"s what I call an interruption." "I know, but the story



won"tmake any sense to me if I don"t know what a borough is." "It"s like aneighborhood. Or a
collection of neighborhoods." "So if there was once asixth borough, then what are the five
boroughs?" "Manhattan, obviously,Brooklyn, Queens, Staten Island, and the Bronx." "Have I
ever been to any ofthe other boroughs?" "Here we go." "I just want to know." "We went to
theBronx Zoo once, a few years ago. Remember that?" "No." "And we"ve been toBrooklyn to see
the roses at the Botanic Garden." "Have I been toQueens?" "I don"t think so." "Have I been to
Staten Island?" "No." "Was therereally a sixth borough?" "I"ve been trying to tell you." "No more
interruptions. Ipromise."When the story finished, we turned the radio back on and
foundsomeone speaking French. That was especially nice, because it remindedme of the
vacation we just came back from, which I wish never ended. After awhile, Dad asked me if I was
awake. I told him no, because I knew that hedidn"t like to leave until I had fallen asleep, and I
didn"t want him to be tired forwork in the morning. He kissed my forehead and said good night,
and thenhe was at the door."Dad?" "Yeah, buddy?" "Nothing."The next time I heard his voice
was when I came home fromschool the next day. We were let out early, because of what
happened. Iwasn"t even a little bit panicky, because both Mom and Dad worked inmidtown, and
Grandma didn"t work, obviously, so everyone I loved was safe.I know that it was 10:18 when I
got home, because I look at mywatch a lot. The apartment was so empty and so quiet. As I
walked to thekitchen, I invented a lever that could be on the front door, which would triggera
huge spoked wheel in the living room to turn against metal teeth that wouldhang down from the
ceiling, so that it would play beautiful music, likemaybe "Fixing a Hole" or "I Want to Tell You,"
and the apartment would beone huge music box.After I petted Buckminster for a few seconds, to
show him I lovedhim, I checked the phone messages. I didn"t have a cell phone yet, and
whenwe were leaving school, Toothpaste told me he"d call to let me know whetherI was going to
watch him attempt skateboarding tricks in the park, or if wewere going to go look at Playboy
magazines in the drugstore with the aisleswhere no one can see what you"re looking at, which I
didn"t feel like doing,but still.Message one. Tuesday, 8:52 a.m. Is anybody there? Hello? It"s
Dad. If you"rethere, pick up. I just tried the office, but no one was picking up. Listen,something"s
happened. I"m OK. They"re telling us to stay where we are andwait for the firemen. I"m sure it"s
fine. I"ll give you another call when I have abetter idea of what"s going on. Just wanted to let you
know that I"m OK, andnot to worry. I"ll call again soon.There were four more messages from him:
one at 9:12, one at9:31, one at 9:46, and one at 10:04. I listened to them, and listened to
themagain, and then before I had time to figure out what to do, or even what tothink or feel, the
phone started ringing.It was 10:22:27.I looked at the caller ID and saw that it was him.Copyright
© 2005 by Jonathan Safran Foer. Reprinted by permission ofHoughton Mifflin
Company.Continues...Excerpted from Extremely Loud & Incredibly Closeby Jonathan Safran
Foer Copyright ©2006 by Jonathan Safran Foer. Excerpted by permission.All rights reserved.
No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the
publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of visitors to this
web site.Read more
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Duckworthy, “Uplifting...Depressing; Endearing...Maddening. A "Bipolar" Story. I can't really say
I've ever read a book quite like "Extremely Loud; Incredibly Close" before; I really liked it, and I
really didn't like it. In fact, I almost gave up on it early on, due to the style of writing used while 9-
year-old Oskar is narrating. I don't know if there is a term which describes this style, so I'll use
my own, referring to it as "run-on dialogue"; meaning, having the dialogue exchanges between
characters appear consecutively on the same line without the use of standard narrative
(pro)noun/verb pauses or breaks. I would quickly find myself unable to determine who was
actually speaking at any given time, but, fortunately, I eventually got the hang of it. And I'm glad I
did, because then it occurred to me that, while unusual, it was actually a pretty clever technique -
it seemed very much like how a 9-year-old would write character dialogues. My appreciate for
the style then grew into a complete sense of endearment towards Oskar: I found myself rooting
for this kid, my heart often bleeding by the overwhelming emotions and drama - whether self-
initiated or caused by others - this poor kid endured page after page. His phrase, "Heavy
Boots", which he uses to describe something that is clearly heavy-duty clinical depression far
beyond anything a 9-year-old boy should ever have to suffer, would bring me to tears whenever
he descended into its awful darkness...and not just because of his endearing personality.
Frequently, the events which brought on his "heavy boots" are very bipolar, so to speak, in that,
while on some occasions they are truly depressing, but on others, they can be such that most
people would not find them in the least bit depressing - and instead, quite the contrary. I hate to
admit it, but that really hit too close to home, reminding me so much of myself at that age (I don't
know what eventually happened - maybe I got conked on the head or something, because I'm
really quite happy nowadays, thankfully). Sure, it can be sappy and maybe unlikely at times, but
it's fiction; I'm not expecting a news story.I guess the term "bipolar" is a theme for me with
"Extremely Loud..." -I added it to my title after I realized how the words I had initially chosen for
the title were at the opposite ends of the spectrum from each other. But it seems to be an
appropriate summary for this book. Obviously, "uplifting" and "endearing" describes Oskar's
character, for me at least. However, at the other end of the polarity spectrum, with "depressing"
and "maddening" (or maybe I should use, "madding") is the character I found to be the Oskar's
principal antagonist: his grandmother, who I blame for all the kid's emotional turmoil. This aside,
the grandmother character also ushered in another writing style issue, during those chapters in
which this character assumes the narrative. While I originally had been frustrated with Oskar's
"run-on dialogue", I got used to it. Not the case with the grandmother's chapters: it remained
frustrating throughout, and my annimosity towards this narrative style was compounded by my
absolute dislike for the character. That a grandmother would ever think it's not only
APPROPRIATE, but NECESSARY to share her life's rather depressing story in all its sordid
details-including the details of her sex life with Oskar's grandfather-with a 9-year-old boy is
beyond me. Okay, you're absolutely right: it's just a book, a work of fiction, and I'm probably



getting a bit too upset by it. But, at least I have a valid reason for my dislike for her. Aside from
that, however, I completely failed to see the relevance of the grandmother's chapters to the rest
of the story, other than to serve as a complete distraction (or even filler). Early on in the book,
perhaps after her 2nd chapter or so, was to simply click on the "Page Forward" button on my
Kindle...continuing to do so until I got to the last couple of sentences of the particular chapter.
Only then would I resume focused reading again. Having done this for the rest of the book, I can
say in all honesty that I'm none the worse for having skipped past all these parts. (Update on
2/13: I saw the movie last night. It appears the director and/or producer may have felt the same
way I did, for in it, the grandmother character was just above that of an extra, her chapters from
the book having been completely omitted.)So, I guess I can say I really enjoyed this book after
all - once I figured out how to self-edit it. Perhaps some of the folks who gave the book a less-
than-stellar review might want to give it another go-around, using the technique I discovered for
myself.”

Jack, “Very good book. Quick delivery of a good book.”

Joshua Paul, “Don’t be deterred by the terrible movie; the book is actually quite good.. I cried
over dresden. i sniffled over the towers. i watched and heard and felt them fall and i cried for the
brother and mothers and sisters and daughters and fathers, while reading in a series of mexican
restaurants.Blinking away tears, self-consciously as the waitress brought my tea and hot sauce.
I’d cackle, embarrassed to be caught weeping silently, alone in a booth while festive mexican
polka blared around me.I cried for the grandmother and her crummy eyes, for her blank pages
and the words she put on them. For the weight she’s carried around for decades, anxious but
stoic.I cried for the lock and i wept for the key. For the words unsaid by the mother to oskar,
letting him go out and find his way without making it a thing. And i cried for the father telling the
mother he had made it out ok so she wouldn’t worry. A silly thing because the truth would come
out, but helping her helped him in that moment before he died and that’s what needed to do,
because he loved his family.I really liked the book, a lot. It took a like a long time to finish
because i’ve been incredibly busy and there aren’t but so many places i’m free to let water come
out of my face without embarrassing myself without a stupid explanation. But i loved it.And
honestly i thought that i wouldn’t. Because i don’t trust anyone’s recommendations. It’s been a
long time since a book has made me cry so much. I think it was probably “Duncan Delaney and
the Cadillac of Doom” which i read while drunk in one sitting, by an author i have never been
able to find any information on.”

Rachel I. Push, “Good. It's interesting. There's some differences.”

Jeremy Walton, “Beauty and suffering. I bought this for my wife for Christmas a while ago and
picked it up to read earlier this month - coincidentally, just before the 18th anniversary of the



terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, which form the central part of the story. Oskar is a 9-
year-old boy whose father was killed in the attack, and who is trying to cope with his grief, partly
by going on a quest to find the lock which is fitted by a key his father left. He meets with a variety
of characters, some of which are sympathetic, despite having problems of their own.
Interweaved with Oskar's story is that of his father's parents, who met in Dresden and endured
the bombings which left them traumatised. To complete the selection of 20th century tragedies,
Oskar plays his class a recording of a survivor's (real-life) account of the Hiroshima bomb: this is
transcribed exactly in the text and, in spite (or maybe because) of its brevity, has a shattering
impact on the reader.The author uses postmodern techniques like nonlinearity and
intertextuality, and also visual effects (blank pages, color, broken text and a flipbook) which
could be viewed as gimmicks but which I found surprisingly effective. Writing a story about
these incredibly emotional and potent events is difficult to do in a plausible, effective fashion, but
I think the author succeeds.  It's not an enjoyable book, but it is a powerfully moving one.”

Catherine Borland, “Highly inventive and memorable. Moving, different, highly inventive and
wonderfully written. Oskar is a character who will certainly stay with me. Highly recommended.
P.S. Note to reviewer who commented on chapter defaced with red pen - the red markings are
part of the story, put there by Thomas as clues for Oskar and appear in every copy. Just another
example of Safran Foer's brilliant original style”

Jo, “Loved it. I loved Everything Was Illuminated but was reluctant to read this book. I didn't want
to read a heartbreak story centred around 9/11 but it's sooo much more than that, the tragedy is
just a piece in this beautiful puzzle. I smiled as much as I welled up. I regretted waiting so long to
read it.Foer intersperses the writing with enigmatic photos that make you feel as though you are
right there with the little boy, who is more believable than most child characters. There is a lovely
mix of places and people, past and present. I loved the way he conjures up wartime Dresden in
one chapter and takes you down all the characterful nooks of New York in the next. It's very
sweet but incredibly well written and heartbreaking, to use a cliché, I couldn't put it down.”

Sir Furboy, “Extremely Odd & Incredibly Good. This book gets in the mind of a boy who thinks a
little differently from most of us. A savant level of intelligence and an enquiring mind are set
against the difficulties 9 year old Oskar has with social interaction, as well as other phobias he
has gained for the use of public transport, tall buildings, crossing bridges etc., following the
death of his Father in the terrorist attacks of September 11.Oskar is one of the most interesting
and engaging protagonists I can think of. He is not merely a curiosity - this is a character we
really get to know and understand throughout this work as he hunts for the lock that will fit the
key he has found in his father's closet a year after his death.There were many poignant moments
in this book, and it played masterfully on the emotions. Nevertheless it was not a trite weepy
about the murder of a boy's father, nor a jingoistic romp through some kind of patriotic fervour.



Those elements were almost completely absent in this book, and instead we had a private
search for hope, meaning and love.Stylistically this book is very much in the "contemporary"
genre. That is a genre I often disdain because so often the books seem to be all about the clever
writing rather than the story. This book has all kinds of experimental aspects, but in this case I
think they come off nicely.For instance, all the speech is jumbled together in this book. The
normal rule is to start a new speaker on a new paragraph, but that is ignored here and we have a
conversation taking place all in the same paragraph. This was extremely confusing to read and
slowed me down quite a bit. Nevertheless as the narrator's voice was 9 year old Oskar, I felt it
kind of made the point. Here was a narrator that just did not think like a normal 9 year old
boy.However things were not perfect with this book. The main problem was the grandparent's
reminiscences that were running parallel in the book. These slowed down the story, and I was
inclined to speed read through some of this. It was clear that the author was juxtaposing two
different dark events in the story, so I can see why he put it there. However I think he should take
a clue from David Mitchell's remarkable ability to change voice in a story and written the
grandparents story back in a more familiar style. By clustering all the dialogue on single
paragraphs in those sections too, I felt the effect of that literary device was lost.There was also
more experimentation with use of pictures, and other segments. For best enjoyment, do not read
this book on a kindle, where some sections are unreadable, and where you miss the effect of the
colour pages. The ebook looks good on an iPad, albeit missing the flickbook section at the end
of the paper copy. I ended up reading a mixture of ebook and paper copies of this work.All in all
though, this was a great work. It richly deserves to do well, and should be remembered for a long
time for the wonderful characterisation of Oskar alone.”

The Ebook Libraryian, “Utterly captivating. This is an amazing, insightful novel by an ingenious
and perceptive author. I look forward to discussing it at my book group and reading more by him.
So wonderfully thought provoking.”

The book by Jonathan Safran Foer has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 3,516 people have provided
feedback.
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